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Context



Context

“Most agricultural investments are financed from 
domestic resources – whether public or private –

and only a small share of  funding comes from 
international sources.”

Source: FAO, SOFA (2016)



Gaps



Lack of  Transparency

S Lack of  transparency that permeates land 
investments also extends to domestic investments
in land, both large and small 

S Addressing systemic lack of  transparency = critical 
for building clearer picture of nature and 
implications of  these investments 
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OpenLandContracts.org

The repository features:

1. Plain-language summaries (or “annotations”) of  
each contract’s key provisions

2. Metadata, i.e. basic information concerning a 
contract 

3. Tools and resources to further facilitate users in 
understanding and analyzing land contracts, 
including: 

S Clips tool

S Guides to contracts

S Training modules 
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Community-Investor Interactions

S Guide for communities and their advisors 
regarding interactions with investors over land 

S Domestic investments involving national elites, 
without necessarily involving government agencies 
or foreign companies 



Legal & Technical Support Gaps

S Part of  broader work on identifying and 
addressing legal and technical support gaps 
around land investments
S Legal support for host governments 

S Financing mechanisms for legal support for communities 

S Non-legal technical support for communities  

S Mechanisms for redress of  harms in case of  project 
failure/ abandonment 

S Access to justice and impact of  international investment 
treaties and investor-state arbitration 



OpenLandContracts.org serves as the first online, searchable, and user-

friendly repository of publicly available contracts for large-scale land, agriculture, 

and forestry projects. The online repository includes the full text of contracts; 

plain language summaries of each contract’s key social, environmental, human 

rights, fiscal, and operational terms; and options for searching and comparing 

contracts. Launched in 2015, OpenLandContracts.org promotes greater 

transparency of land-based investments, facilitates better understanding of 

the contracts that govern them, and provides useful tools for governments, 

communities, companies, and other stakeholders. 

OpenLandContracts.org 
 A NEW GLOBAL REPOSITORY
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